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SUMMARY 
This note presents generalizations of certain reduction formulas for the hyper- 
geometric function pF&) and for its basic analogue &Ds[z], considered recently 
by P. W. KARLSSON [J. Mathematical Phys. 12 (1971), 279-271; Indag. Math. 
36 (1974), 196-1981, H. M. SRIVASTAVA [Indag. Math. 35 (1973), 3%40), and 
M. CHAKRABARTY [Indag. Math. 36 (1974), 199-2021. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized hypergeometric functions 
(a)k=a(a+ 1) . . . (a+k- l), (a)o= 1, 
(a)-*=(-l)k/(l-a)k, #+=I, 2,3, . . . . 
with positive or negative integral parameter differences between certain 
numerator and denominator parameters are expressible as &ite sums of 
lower-order hypergeometric functions. The first reduction formula of this 
type applies to the case when 
(2) a-bbteM, i=l, . . . . n; n5 min (p, q); 
it was given by I(BRLSSON [2, p. 2701, and a shorter proof of this formula 
was subsequently presented by SRIYVASTAVA [5]. 
Recently, CHAKRABARTY [I] extended the aforementioned reduction 
formula, considered by KARLSSON [2] and SRIVASTAVA [5], first to hyper- 
geometric functions with unrestricted parameters (cf. [l], p. 200, Theorem 
1) and then to the basic hypergeometric function [op. cit., p. 201, Theo- 
rem 21 defined by 
1) On study leave from Ravenshaw College, Cuttack 3, Orissa, India. For an 
abstract of this paper see Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 22 (1975), pp. A456-A467, 
# 76T-B104. 
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where, and in what follows, 
[u]~=(l-a)(l-aq) . . . (l--u@-‘), [a]o=l, 
[al-k = ( - ljk qk(k+1)‘2 , k= 1 2 3 
~W~lk , , , *..; I4 < 1. 
The object of the present note is to show that both of Chakrabarty’s 
results admit themselves of generalizations in terms of series with arbitrary 
terms. We also show that a reduotion formula for pFI&) when 
(4) bf-aiEJfr, i=l, . . . . n; n$ min@,q), 
given in another paper by KARLSSON [3, p. 195, Eq. (l)], can be extended 
to hold for hypergeometric functions with unrestricted parameters. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let {m} be a sequence of arbitrary complex numbers. 
Then, for every positive integer n, 
(5) O" @l)k . . . (%)k ykzk 
k?o (h)k . . . (bn)k -ii?- = 
. 
11. . ...5.-0 
where, for convenience, 
(6) J,=j1+...+j?I 
and 
provided that each side of (5) has a meaning. 
PROOF. Our proof of Theorem 1 is by induction on the positive integer 
n. Indeed, if we denote the second member of equation (5) by An, we 
fmd that 
(8) 
= z (@)k yk Zk 
by Vandermonde’s theorem [4, p. 243, Eq. (111.4)], and the statement 
(5) with n= 1 is verified. Thus, if we assume (5) to hold true for some 
positive integer n, we shall observe that, for arbitrary yk, 
(9) 
A 
(- l)'m+l (-Q&+1 
(hl+l+J&~+l ' 
where the J, are given by (6). 
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Again, by applying Vandermonde’s theorem [lot. cit.] to sum the 
innermost series in (9), we obtain 
in view of (5), since the yk are arbitrary. 
Equation (10) exhibits the fact that the statement (5) remains true 
for n+ 1 if it is true for some positive integer n. 
This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 1 by induction. 
A similar analysis, using the basic andogue of Vandermonde’a theorem 
[4, p. 247, Eq. (IV.l)], will yield the following q-analogue of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. For arbitrary yk, k&O, Iz1<1, and 1~1~1, 
where n is a positive integer, the J, are defined by (6), and 
with 
jf=jf(jg-1)/2, i=l, . . . . n. 
3. ANOTHER REDUCTION FORMULA 
In this section we extend &RLSSON’S result [3, p. 195, Eq. (l)] to 
the following form. ’ 
THEOREM 3. Let nS min @, CJ) be a positive integer. Then 
f ( * fit3 
a1+j1, *mm, a,-tj,, an+l, . . . . a,; 
2 , 
\ m+jl+l, . . . . h+j,+ 1, h+l, . . . . bq; > 
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provided (p 5 q, or p = q + 1 and \arg (l-z) I< 7c, and no denominator para- 
meter equals zero or a negative integer. 
PROOF. Our derivation of (13) depends on the identity 
which is valid, by analytic continuation, when p ~q, or p = q+ 1 and 
)arg (1 -z)l <n. 
For p,$q, or p=q+l and jzl<l, and Re (bl-ul)>O, formula (14) can 
be proven by expanding its right-hand side and using Gauss’s theorem 
[4, p. 2, Eq. (1.1.5)], viz. 
(15) 2F1 = mm-a-b) qc-a)r(c-b) ’ Re (c-a-b)>O, 
to the resulting inner summation. 
The general formula (13) can thus be deduced by repeated applications 
of (14) to itself. 
Alternatively, in view of the reduction formula (14) and its derivation 
by using the Gauss theorem (16), one can easily construct a direct proof 
of the general result (13) by induction on the positive integer n. The 
details would evidently run parallel to our proof of Theorem 1. 
4. REMARKS 
We conclude by remarking that Theorems 1 and 2 would reduce to 
the corresponding results due to CHAKRABARTY [l] when we set 
(16) 
and 
(17) 
[an+& a-* [%lk 
lJk= [b7&+1]a . . . [balk' 
respectively, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
On the other hand, Theorem 3 will yield Karlsson’s reduction formula 
[3, p. 195, Eq. (l)] in the special case when 
(18) bg-ag=mf+l EN, i=l, . . . . 12. 
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Finally, it may be of interest to mention that a further discussion of 
the various results considered here (and their possible generalizations) 
will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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